Key Card Set
gate  Greg grabbed goodies at the gate.
snake  Sam saw the snake slither in the sun.
Ten turtles tugged on the tent.
**laugh**  Lady Lydia loves to laugh loudly.
net  He needs a net to nab the nut.
bear  Bianca bet her brother that a bear was beyond the bushes.
elbow  Ed ended his entrance on his elbow.
**umbrella** An ugly umbrella is on the upper bunk.
a
The acrobat had a bag of bad apples at hand.
Carl’s car was a cream-colored convertible.
road  Red running roosters raced down the road.
map  The man made a map of Maine.
hat  Hundreds of hats hung on the high hedge.
W
window  Wade washed the wide window with water.
Darla dressed her dog in diapers.
ostrich  The odd object had an ostrich on it.
inch  He hit the ball an inch into the infield.
potato  Peel plenty of potatoes and put them in a pot.
k
key  Katrice kept the key to the kennel.
ck
clock  Rick checked the clock on the back deck.
fence  The friendly ferret found food by the fence.
bl
The block is on the blue blanket.
**plane**  The plates on the plane were plastic.
cloud It was clear until a cluster of clouds closed in.
flag  The flimsy flags fluttered as they flew.
Glamorous Glenda glanced at her glass.
hand  If you lend a hand, you can stand behind the band.
sink  The pink junk in the sink really stinks.
nt
paint  Brent hid the dent with a pint of paint.
ng
ring  She hung a ring on a long string.
Cheerful Charlie chuckled as chocolate ran down his chin.
tch
watch  Mitch switched the watch with the stretch band for one that matched.
ship  Sheila should shout for the ship.
thirty The thirty thirsty runners sipped thin broth.
throw  It is a thrill to throw three free throws.
**wave**  He made a tape of the wave as it came across the lake.
**bikes** Mike wipes the slime from the five white bikes.
nose  It was no joke when he broke a bone in his nose.
cube  Use the ice cube in the cute mule cup.
feet  The heels on your feet must meet the street.
They eat a steaming meal of beans and meat.
flies She tries to shoo the flies from the fried bread.
fishing  Hanging from the ceiling is a fishing line.
sleeps  Gary dreams and snores as he sleeps.
Elaine is afraid of the snails on the train.
spray  Today by the bay, stay away from the spray.
oa
The soap from the boat left foam on the coast.
OW
mow  Don’t mow with a snow blower!
crushed  The suit was folded, crushed, and packed in a box.
At city center there is a cycling race.
gem  George saw the large gem in the giant’s huge hand.
The point is to boil it in foil so it stays moist.
Enjoy the toy that the boy got from Croydon.
all
ball  Throw the ball at the wall so it goes down the hall.
alk
talk  The robot will walk and talk and write with chalk.
mouse  He scouted around and found a mouse about the couch.
cow  Now a crowd of brown cows prowls the town.
au
launch  It is Paul's fault that the launch is in August.
yawn  It is dawn and Shawn yawns and draws the shade.
ue
glue  If Sue had a clue, she would glue the overdue homework on the blue page.
ew
The new pilot flew with the same crew a few times.
hold  He told the bold warriors to hold on to their old shields.
They had to roll the car to the toll booth and pay the toll.
olt
We felt the car jolt because of a missing bolt.
ui
suit  She packed a swimsuit in the suitcase for the cruise.
spoon  It was smooth how he slipped the spoon in his boot as proof he had been in the room.
I was wild as a child but now I am mild.
ind
Remind him to look behind the blind to find the key.
er
The flower was bigger than the tall fern.
ur
purse  She urged the nurse to carry her purse.
bird  The twirling girl had a chirping bird.
or
horse  They put the horse on the porch because of the morning storm.
jars  Take the jars to the dark part of the barn.
cry  Try not to cry when the clouds are in the sky.
buy  I will buy a car from that guy.
light  The light is high and bright.
book  Look at this good book I took from the shelf.
ph
phone  She sent a photo to Phil on his cell phone.
wheel  Which wheel is the white one?
cage  He urged the huge dog into the cage.
They played dodge ball at the lodge by the bridge.
orange  The ginger is next to the orange sponge.
**knight** I know the knight who is kneeling before the king.
wr
Write  Don’t write the wrong name on the wrapper.
qu
queen  The queen quietly asked a question.
eigh
eight The big sleigh had the weight of eight men.